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Air Operator/Handler Cargo Terminal, DGs 
Handling and Storage Inspection Checklist 

 

Operator/Handler 
 
 

Date Location Supervisory Staff Inspector 

Satisfactory; U-Unsatisfactory; P-Potential; I-information; E-Exceeds; N-Not Observed 

A.GENERAL 
1.  Operator’s commitment to transport DG? 

 On passenger aircraft? 
 On cargo aircraft? 
 Transport not allowed? 

2. Are IATA -DGR / ICAO-TI available? 
3. Are other DG instructions available? 
4. Are other documents/manuals available e.g. GOM? 

 5. Is the common order regarding storage of DG 
acceptable in the warehouse? 

6. Is the handling of general cargo acceptable 
regarding: 
- Storage of cargo? 
- Transport of cargo inside the warehouse? 
- Loading of ULD`s? 
- Fire extinguishers, lighting & ventilation? 

7. Does a separate storage area exist for RRY 
(radioactive shipments) & for other DGs? 

8. Are Posters, Labels & Emergency Response 
Displayed at Locations? 

9. Does the respective documentation & procedures 
regarding DG-incidents / accidents exist?  
 Weekly amount of cargo? 
 Approximate portion of DG?   

 
B.   DOCUMENT CHECK 
1.  Are the AWB`s (Airway-bills) IATA-conform? 
2.  Are “ACS-forms“ (Approval-check-sheet) available    

in sufficient number? 
3.  Are the contents of “ACS-forms“ adequate? 
4.  Are “Shippers-Declaration-checks“ adequate? 
5.  Are NOTOC-Forms according to ICAO-TI?  
6.  Are “ULD-TAG-forms“ available? 
7.  Are ”ULD-TAG-forms“ (layout) adequate? 
8.  Are manifests and NOTOC-copies preserved in the       

trip files? 
9.  Are DGR forms & labels available?  

  10. Are the a.m. documents ICAO - conform?  
  11. Are the preserved documents adequate e.g. 

shippers declaration, AWBs, ACSs, NOTOCs and 
M&B-sheet? 

 
C.   PHYSICAL CHECK of DGs 
1. Is the packaging adequate  (e.g. “UN-specs“) ? 
2. Is the marking and labeling adequate? 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
3. Do the packages conform to the Shippers 

Declaration? 
4. Are ”Upright“ and “This side up“-labels observed? 
5. Are “over packs“ according to regulation? 
6. Are “Exception“-labels correct? 

 
D. QUALIFICATION of PERSONNEL (IATA / DGR) 
1. Is the personnel appointed for DG-handling 

trained? 
2. Does the respective records exist? 
3. Was the personnel trained by persons and in 

training facilities supervised by the operator? 
4. Was the training approved by the CAA 
5. Are the DG shipments accepted with a preliminary 

check by trained personnel only?  
6. Are the shipments checked and accepted 

according to regulation? 
7. Does the Air-carrier/handlers dispose of enough 

personnel with full DGR training courses?  
8. Is enough supervision guaranteed by sufficiently 

trained personnel for inspections and in house 
audits? 

 
E. HANDLING of DGs  
1. Are the precautions observed concerning 

“UNITIZED Loads“ (also observing incompatibility 
– regulations)? 

2. Are DG-ULD`s correctly marked / labelled? 
3. Is the airplane correctly loaded observing 

securing- and (in) compatibility of load? 
4. Is the ”NOTOC“ complete and correctly prepared? 

Is the “NOTOC” presented to the PIC and signed 
by him according to regulation?  
 
F.    DG - INCIDENTS / ACCIDENTS  
1. Is a person nominated for the handling of DG-

incidents / accidents?  Name: 
2. Does a written procedure exist for mandatory 

reporting of DG-Incidents/Accidents? 
Who shall report?  
Name:                        position: 
a.   

3. Do sufficient information and instructions 
according to IATA-DGR 9.5.2 exist in acceptable 
form and amount?   

4.  Is Emergency Response KIT available? 
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Remarks: 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall Result:    
                

 Satisfactory                  
 Unsatisfactory                           

 

Inspector’s Signature: 
                          
                        

DFS Remarks: 
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